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The B G News

Column
one__
Bowers, Morino
named new editors
Lisa Bowers was named
editor of The BG News and Sue
Morino was selected editor of
The KEY last night by the
University Board of Student
Publications.
Bowers, a junior journalism
(news-editorial) major from
Elida, Ohio, is a staff reporter
for the News, the University
student newspaper. She will
assume her duties beginning
spring quarter.
Morino, a junior journalism
(public relations) major from
Cuyahoga Heights, Ohio, is
copy editor of The KEY, the
student yearbook. Her term
also begins spring quarter.

HRC to conduct
workshop Saturday
The University's Human
Relations Commission will conduct a Fact Finding Workshop
Saturday in an attempt to open
a flow of communication between different factions at the
University.
Selected members of the
faculty, administrators, staff
and students have been invited
to discuss attitudes toward
ethnic groups, men, women and
international students. Perceptions of how these groups are
viewed by other members of
the University community also
will be discussed.
The workshop will allow
various groups to discuss
human relations issues among
their peers in the hope of defining their problems, Manuel
Vadiilo, an HRC member, said.
The results of the workshop
will be conveyed to University
President Hollis Moore Jr.,
along with recommendations
for change, Vadiilo said.
The workshop, which is
scheduled for 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Saturday, is open to the public.
Participants must register in
the University Union, third
floor. The group will meet in
the Browsing Room and break
into discussion groups.

Inside
News
Residence halls are sponsoring events to help Danny
Green, a young leukemia victim. Page 3.
Some veterans benefits may
be discriminatory to some persons seeking civil service jobs.
Page!.

Sports
Bowling Green's men's swimming team competes in the
MAC championship starting today. Page 8.

Weather
Traveler's advisory. Cloudy,
chance of snow. High 32 F (0
C), low 22 F (-5 C). 60-percent
chance of precipitation.
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Council tables resolution for tuition increase
by Kim Van Wert
staff reporter

After much deliberation, Academic
Council yesterday tabled a resolution
recommending an increase in student
tuition for the 1981-82 academic year.
Council will discuss further at its
next meeting the proposal, which if
passed, would be forwarded to the
University Board of Trustees for consideration.
A tuition increase is needed to
finance those academic priorities and
objectives for 1981-82 established by
the Subcommittee on Academic
Priorities, Dr. Karl Vogt, dean of the
College of Business Administration,
said.
A list of funding priorities and immediate economies were constructed
by the subcommittee in response to
Gov. James Rhodes' cutbacks in funding for higher education.

"I CANT accept the notion of cutbacks," Vogt said, "and would recommend higher fees."
But Dr. Donald DeRosa, chairman
of the subcommittee, said contingency measures are being followed with
an assumption that no new money will
be coming into the University.
Council voted to move the University Library funding from fifth priority
to fourth, switching order with increased incentives for extramural
funding.
The Library is vital to every
academic area, Dr. David Elsass,
dean of the College of Education, said,
arguing that the equipment pool (No.
3 on the priority list), has varied demand in the different areas and
possibly should be lowered on the list.
DR. WILLIAM ROCK, professor of
history said, "Books are our lifeblood
in history, but unless we get new
equipment, we (the University) are on

the verge of not operating.
"We could continue to operate with
no new books, but there is some need
for equipment if the University is to
function in certain areas," he added.
"It is a terrible choice among evils."
Dr. John Eriksen, dean of the College of Arts and Sciences said equipment is critical for sciences, particular)- in physics, geology,
chemistry and biological sciences,
where some of the equipment is obsolete.
Funding should go toward replacement of existing equipment, not
toward additions, Elsass said.
"We should develop a criteria or
distinction
for
necessary
replacements to maintain current
program levels," he said.
DR. GARY HEBERLELN, dean of
the Graduate College, said the increased incentives for extramural
funding are a priority that will not de-

mand much funding, but remains unhappy if we have to struggle along
one, two and three. I hope that we
vital on the list.
"It is harder for departments to get don't divide them up in priority."
As an economy measure, there is a
grants," he said. "And we want to
make sure that they (departments) freeze on luring faculty from outside
are not penalized when trying to ob- the University, DeRosa explained.
But Vogt said that a person should
tain external funds, because they
be hired on the basis of expertise in an
don't make money on grants."
And Dr. Dwight Burlingame, dean area, and that the University should
of Libraries, said the funding should not be limited to an internal pool of
not be limited to departments candidates.
generating overhead.
Faculty salaries should be the first
"I FIND IT absolutely organization
priority in funding. Rock continued.
garbage," he said. "If the skill is not
"The University is a community of available (at the University), we
scholars," he said. "The faculty is the should be able to go outside to hire."
University."
And Rock said, "Here we sit as an
institution with nobody devising
HEBERLELN SAID all of the priority in setting cuts," he said.
priorities are important, explaining
"Our committee hasn't addressed
that the top five were narrowed down or touched on things that may be used
from a list of 26.
as principles to make cuts. Guidelines
Eriksen said, "There are five must be made, and there is no reason
minimum obligations, and I would be why this body shouldn't take this on."

Director of
utility board
leaves post
by Stephen Hudak
staff reporter

Robert Sorgenfrei resigned Tuesday as executive director of the city's
Board of Public Utilities because personal problems pushed him to the
"point where he could no longer
tolerate it," his wife said yesterday.
Sorgenfrei, who was chastised at
Monday night's City Council meeting
by 1st Ward Councilman Joseph Corral, for not disclosing reports of
cracks in the holding tank of the $24
million wastewater treatment plant,
submitted his resignation late Tuesday afternoon.
Mayor Alvin Perkins announced the
resignation yesterday morning and
appointed Lyle Wright, the board's
assistant director, as acting director
effective March 6.
Sorgenfrei will be absent from active duty on accumulated vacation
time until his resignation becomes effective March 27.
Wright said he hopes to permanently remain executive director of the
board.
DAVID WILLMARTH, the city's
personnel director, said the resignation had been anticipated for some
days, but he refused to disclose
Sorgenfrei's reasons for resigning.
But Willmarth did say the problems
of an expanding utility department
"outgrew" Sorgenfrei.
Sorgenfrei joined the department in
May 1967 as a water and sewage line
specialist. He was a line inspector for
Finkbeiner, Pettis and Strout of
Toledo, the firm which engineered the
wastewater treatment plant, prior to
his employment with the city.
Under Sorgenfrei's direction, the
department put into action a plan to
solve the city's wastewater problems.
THE PLAN, initially conceived 10
years ago, finally was set into motion
last year after setbacks by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency.
EPA informed the dry that it had
overestimated the amount of
wastewater that would be treated
even in the busiest months.
The new wastewater plant is expected to cure the city from dumping
raw sewage into Poe ditch. The city
was fined a number of times by EPA
for chemical flows that allegedly killed fish in the Maumee River. The city
also was fined for the stench emitted
from the open sewer.

staff photo by Scott Kecler
Taking shelter In hi* scooter from the Inclement weather, Hank Qeahlen, an officer for parking services,
eye* the rein drop* on his windshield while using his radio. Qeahlen patrols the University parking
facilities and administers tickets to illegally parked cars.

Council urges state tax boost for education
COLUMBUS (AP) - An Ohio House
committee was told yesterday that
legislators should raise state taxes to
provide at least $1 billion more for
primary and secondary education
over the next two years.
Carla Edlefson, associate director
of the Citizen's Council for Ohio
Schools, said the new revenue is needed to assure all Ohio children an adequate education and to make up for
the ground lost to inflation and past
state budget cuts.

taxes because that is the best way to
raise the money from those best able
to pay and to direct the money where
it is most needed," Edlefson testified
before the House Finance Committee.
"The major state revenue sources
should be considered for increases.
The burden should be fairly
distributed among individual taxpayers and business," she said.

BUT EDLEFSON said the council
opposes solutions to school funding
problems that depend on major
"Ohio needs an increase in state changes in Ohio's Constitution or per-

manent earmarking of some taxes for cess," she said.
education.
THE CITIZENS council is a
State Superintendent of Public Instruction Franklin Walter has sug- statewide, independently funded,
gested putting an increase proposal in private research organization with ofthe sales or income tax before voters fices in Cleveland and Columbus.
if the General Assembly fails to pro- Edlefson said its support is provided
vide the money for schools that he and by foundation grants and some corporate contributions.
others believe is needed.
But Edlefson said she hopes such
She and others also told the committee, which is working on its version of
action will not be necessary.
"Experience shows that such Gov. James Rhodes' proposed state
packages are very difficult to pass. budget, that property tax relief
Almost all the solutions the council measures adopted by the Legislature
advocates can and should be enacted have contributed to current school
through the regular legislative pro- fiscal problems.

SGA debates how constitution would affect groups
by Diane Rado
staff reporter

Other organizations might fear that the Student Government Association's powers will
clash with their own if SGA's proposed constitution is passed, some SGA senators and
students claimed yesterday.
This concern stirred debate at an SGA
meeting last night-the third meeting in a row
that SGA wrestled with their revised constitution.
The new constitution would divide SGA into
executive, legislative and judicial branches
and would set up a system of checks and
balances similar to the U.S. government's
framework.
A passage in the new document specifies

that SGA will not delve into the internal affairs
of any other recognized student groups as long
as these groups' powers do not conflict with
the Student Code, Academic Charter or SGA's
constitution.
BUT ORGANIZATIONS might think their
constitutions must adhere to SGA's by this
passage, SGA Presidential Assistant Henry
Brooks said.
He responded to Senator Margie Potapchuk's motion to delete mention of SGA's constitution from the wording in the passage.
Brooks said representatives from the Latin
Student Union, the Black Student Union and
the Commuter Off-Campus Organization told
him they feel that the passage contradicts
SGA's pledge to stay out of internal affairs of
other organizations.

"They don't necessarily think that this SGA
will interfere with them, but that SGA's in the
future may interpret the passage to mean that
it can," Brooks said.

they wish.
But Interfraternity Council President Greg
Burner disagreed, saying, "An organization is
responsible for its own members. IFC doesn't
have power over any other groups, and if I had
SENATOR EVERETT Gallagher reaffirm- a conflict with IFC, I would go to IFC to appeal
ed that SGA will not delve into other organiza- it"
tion's internal affairs. But in a case when SGA
BUT DEFENDING the powers in the new
may allocate funds to a certain group for a constitution, Kortokrax said, "When does a
project, he said, "We need to have some right student stop being an undergraduate and start
to make sure that these funds are properly being just an IFC member, or just a COCO
handled."
member? Can't a student be both? What if a
The passage would serve as a safeguard, he student has more needs than can be satisfied
said, adding, "We don't want to see SGA by IFC? Should the Student Government
shafted."
Association just start governing students that
President Dana Kortokrax said her major are not in IFC, COCO or other groups?"
concern is that students always have an opporSGA defeated Potapchuk's proposal, and
tunity to appeal to SGA as a final authority if SGA will serve as a source for students in an

appeal process, Gallagher said.
Although the revised constitution proposed
that the SGA president and vice president be
elected on the same ticket, SGA voted to have
separate elections for the executives.
, Senator Craig Relman, who proposed the
change, said students will prefer voting for individuals rather than tickets.
"On a ticket, one person may be very
qualified for president, while the other is not
as qualified for vice president."
Also at the meeting, SGA voted to approve
the appointment of Mary Kay Zajac as cochairman of SGA's Elections and Opinions
Board.
Zajac replaces Laura Sadler, who resigned
from the board two weeks ago after conflicting
with Kortokrax.
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Opinion
A life

preserver for

Nukes no answer to energy woes

the sinking schools
The sinking ship that higher education in Ohio finds
itself in has at least one other passenger. Universities
and public schools have been in the same boat for at least
as long as Jim Rhodes has been governor, which seems
forever.
But one man who would like Rhodes' job, state Sen.
Thomas Van Meter (R-Ashland), has come up with a public
school funding plan that should ease some of those problems.
It's a radical shift that would reduce property taxes,
which now fund schools, and add a flat 1-percent income
tax. The result would be more money for schools, lower
taxes for property owners and higher taxes for renters,
businesses and high-income homeowners.
The proposal is not flawless, but it is a much-needed step
in the right direction. School officials, state budget administrators, state legislators, taxpayers and parents have
complained for years about the way schools get their
money; Van Meter, because of whatever motivation, has
done something about it.
The idea to incorporate an income tax is good. If there
has to be a tax increase, taxpayers can stomach an income
tax most comfortably. When that income tax is accompanied by a cut in the property tax - the most cursed of all
state taxes - it is even more likely to be supported.
One of our few qualms with the proposal is that the income tax increase is by a flat rate and is not graduated as
is the rest of the income tax. That means that increase will
hit low- and middle-income families the hardest.
But if there is going to be more money for schools,
somebody is going to have to pay. Businesses and the upperclass also will pay. And the result is more money for
schools, a benefit no one will dispute.

Letters.
Keep bad comments
out of sporting events
It's too bad that certain University
students feel it necessary to ruin the
atmosphere of sporting events by
commencing to make derogatory
comments about our own players. The
team is trying its best and it needs our
support - not two-faced statements.
The remarks that cut down certain
players are unnecessary and annoying to the players and, might I add,
the loyal fans who have the misfortune of sitting nearby. How can a
player be expected to give 100 percent
when someone is distracting him with
comments not worm hearing?
I'm pleased to say that most of the
fans are dedicated and appreciate the
players and their efforts. It's only a
few others who make it difficult to enjoy the games.
If you don't have anything nice to
say about the players, please leave
them alone. We appreciate all the
time and effort the team and Coach
John Weinert have put forth.

During the '60s, there arose a movement against the infamous war in
Vietnam. At that time most of us
young Latinos were unorganized,
uneducated and semi-literate. Furthermore, our political awareness
was still in its infancy. Coupled with
this was the belief bestowed upon
"wartiorS" that a man who has been
to war is truly a man Hence, for us,
not to go to war was a disgrace few of
us dared to think about
The months spent in Vietnam are
painful to remember and extremely
difficult to put into words. For instance, how does one describe the
agony felt by a mortally wounded person? Or the sound of a bullet in the
stillness of the night? I guess at times
like this, silence is better than empty
words. No more talk about combat, no
more combat for me, no more fighting
for "freedom."

Nuclear power may be the most
studied subject in our history but that
does not constitute a fact to condone
its existence. Many of the studies
pointing out the deficiencies are not
brought to the attention of the general
public. Those who favor nuclear
power, like Jim Simler, generally cite
scources that are funded by the
nuclear industry (The Atomic Industrial Forum and General Electric)
and therefore misrepresent the facts.
The true and objective facts are that
nuclear power is uneconomical and
unsafe.
Simler asks us to dismiss the safety
concerns of nuclear power because he
states that nuclear power has not
caused a death. Allow me to correct
this common fallacy. Nuclear power
has caused deaths in addition to
cancer, genetic mutation and also has
infected our water and food chain with
radioactive poisons.
Nuclear power has killed. In 1961, at
a reactor at Idaho Falls, an explosion
from the reactor killed three workers.
Their heads and hands were so

Focus
Tod Kenney
University student

radioacative that they had to be
decapitated and buried separately.
MANY ACCREDITED scientists
have studied nuclear power's "death
factor." Nobel laureate Linus Pauling
estimated that 96,000 cancers would
occur from population exposure to the
ACE's legal dose. A panel from the
National Academy of Sciences announced that federal standards for
radiation
exposure
were
"unnecessarily high" and would lead
to 27,000 serious genetic deases and
deaths. It is facts like these that lead
to the emotional cry that causes the
health risks to be reduced.
Nuclear power was touted as a
cheap energy source for the future but
it has become too costly to fulfill the
prediction. Simler states that the

nuclear power program would have
been able to meet its predictions if it
were not for the interference of antinuke groups. Does Simler include the
AEC, NRC, the president, and the
utilities as anti-nuke groups? These
are the groups that regulate and control nuclear power. Any complaints
about delays should be addressed to
them, Simler. It is true that citizen action groups have intervened in the
nuclear program, but they have not
dictated it
Nuclear power is uneconomical.
Simler has allowed me to correct
myself on one point; Davis-Besse
operated only 22 percent of the time
last year and not 43 percent which was
the figure for the previous year.
Davis-Besse is one of the worst plants
in the world and we also happen to live
only 35 miles from it, which is why I
cited it in my original column.
Other nuclear plants around the
world are having the same type of cost
overruns and design problems. A
nuclear plan in Connecticut shut down
for eight months at a cost of $10

million. Bolts in a reactor core in a
Massachusetts plant failed, shutting
it down for six months and costing $6
million.
Another falsehood promoted by pronuclear people is that it will help
relieve us of our dependence on
foreign oil. Currently, the generation
of electricity by oil is minimal. The
use of this argument is just a ploy to
divert attention from the crucial matters at hand. Simler seems to ignore
the problem of waste disposal, accidents and the availability of fuel
itself.
Setting emotions aside - which is
hard to do In matters concerning life,
death and the pocketbook - it is evident that nuclear power is not the
answer. Let me assure you, Simler,
that I fully understand nuclear power.
I urge everyone else to educate
themselves on the matter. Also,
Simler, let me go on record in favor of
the car, the airplane, electricity,
mom and apple pie. That is why I am
expressing my views, to preserve all
of that.

Thatcher trip
coincidental
with budget
WASHINGTON-British Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher came to
Washington at an opportune time. Her
presence was a reminder to President
Reagan and the nation that good intentions do not always produce
desired results.
Eighteen months ago, the conservative leader was pointing Great Britain toward a new economic course,
with a bold show of energy and confidence that even a David Stockman
might have envied. But today, with inflation and unemployment both on the
rise, the prime minister is a bit
beleaguered, if still far from bowed.
When Stockman, Reagan's young
budget chief, was asked about the
Thatcher experiment at a hearing of
the congressional Joint Economic
Committee last week, be answered a bit ungallantly - that the lady had
got it all wrong.
"TAXES AND government spending (in Great Britain) have increased, not decreased," he told Rep. Parren Mitchell (D-MD.). "The growth of
the money supply has been high, not
low. What has been implemented has
failed, as one would have expected,"
said tpe fellow who invited the congressmen to call him by his new
nickname, "Deep-Cut Dave." And
besides, be said, this has nothing to do
with Reagan's program for economic
recovery.
Well, maybe. But there is similarity. What Thatcher was trying to do
was administer shock-therapy to a
slothful economy, not just with policy
but with rhetoric. She told inefficient
manufacturers they were coming off
the government dole, like it or not,
and she told workers, "You'll enjoy a
German standard of living when you
work like Germans."
The more one examines the Reagan
economic program, the more it too
apears to be a form of psychological .
shock-therapy. There is an underlying
economic theory, but at root, the

But what does the future hold for
young Latinos? Once again, the mood
in our country calls for blood. Once
again, young men face the
possibilities of dying on foreign shores
without ever understanding why.
Jo Ann Roach Once again, the ethnic masses will be
Off-campus mailbox 5213 used "como came de canon."
Wendy Castteman
Off-campus mailbox 1987
I would like to believe that change
Brian McCormack does exist and that the struggle waged
M7Darrow past generations will influence future
ones; I will further like to believe that
the Latino youth is well organized
'I will not die
with a full ideology of its own. If this is
the case, then the aforementioned
in El Salvador'
myth about warriors will be dispelled
It has been 13 years since I last and the only coward will be the one
swam in the South China Sea. Some of who is willing to risk his life at the exthe memories of that time are hazy pense of his own principles.
In the name of my generation, I
but the smell of death is forever present in my nostrils. Through this open say, "No." I will not die in El
letter I wish to share with you my im- Salvador.
mense antipathy towards the war
For all of you sports fans out there
Manuel Vadlllo
machinery of our nation, rather than
444 N. Prospect and participants who supported all of
combat stories.
the teams here at the University, from
the four of us who donned the Falcon
outfits and felt your support

When Secretary of the Treasury
Donald Reagan went before the Joint
Economic Committee last week, he
was forced to admit that the administration plan assumed sustained
and rapid growth in buisness investment greater than this nation has
known in its entire previous history.
The Washington Post quoted
economist Otto Eckstein as saying
such investment rates "would require
a massive restructuring of the
American economy." Irving Shapiro,
the chairman of DuPont, told the New
York Times, "All we've got to rely on
is the economic theory. No
businessman can run his company on
an untried business theory." Rudolph
Penner, a senior economist in the
Ford administration and now at the
conservative think tank, the
American Enterprise Institute, called
the Reagan plan's economic assumptions "particularly worrisome."

Focus
David Broder
syndicated columnist

assumption that the work of
"establishing an environment" for
this prodigious economic risk-taking
and investment at home will not be
disturbed by any uncontrolled events
outside our borders. So far as one can
judge, there is no allowance for
another OPEC oil-price jolt, for an
eruption in the Persian Gulf, for a
Soviet move into Poland, or for a U.S.
showdown with Cuba over aid to El
Salvador, to mention just four not entirely theoretical possibilities.
When Stockman was asked about
these uncontrollable factors on "Face
the Nation," he seemed to suggest
that the effects could be cushioned if
the Federal Reserve Board just kept a
firm grip on its monetary policy.
To a non-economist, that sounds an
awful lot like whistling your way past
the graveyard. But maybe Margaret
Thatcher is giving her American
cousins lessons this week in how mat
is done.

President proposition is that
economic problems will get better
when we think they are getting better.
As Reagan's budget document put
it, "Central to the new policy is the
view that expectations play an important role in determining economic activity, inflation and interest rates....
Establishing an environment which
ensures efficient and stable incentives
for work, saving and investment now
and in the future is the cornerstone of
the recovery plan."
But the more people examine the
economic assumptions underlying his
plan - the more they peek behind the
wizard's curtain - the more skeptical
WHAT IS particularly striking - at
they seem to become.
least to a layman - is the apparent (c) 1981, The Washington Post Co.
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Our reign as Frieda and Freddie
Falcon this year has come to an end,
and we wish to express our feelings as
this year's University mascots.
The job as Frieda and Freddie was
not as much a job or a task as it was
an experience and just a good time.
We were never so proud as when we
stood out at mid-field, center court
and center ice. Representing the
University the way that we have is a
feeling that cannot be expressed in
words, but must be experienced to be
understood.

There could not have been better
games for them. A great comeback
victory in basketball, and a 10-3 trouncing of a nationally-ranked team in
hockey. The feeling of being appreciated the way that we were when
our identity was revealed was so
wonderful that our thanks to all of you
come from deep inside all of our
hearts.
Along with all of you fans, we also
would like to thank: Mrs. Klasele,

head of the pommerettes, for allowing please tryout and give it all you've
us to participate in the routine at got It's a great experience and well
EMU game; Jim Ruehl, for his help at worth it
the Ice Arena; Becky Meek and Opal
Adams, for their firm support and apGood luck in the future, fans and
preciation; and especially Jim players. Go Falcons!!
Treeger for Ms guidance and leadership in getting us through the year.
1981 Freddies * Friedas
Janice Suter
Finally, we would like to ask that
Marry Stepanlc
those of you who think you might
Rob Walker
make a good Frieda or Freddie,
Doug Mould

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau
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There were the days when we could
not get psyched up for a game - until
we got there. Thousands of screaming, devoted fans pouring their spirit
out affected us in such a way that we
could not help but be ready for a good
game of football, basketball, hockey
and the other events that we attended.
The beheadings were tremendous.
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City officials say certain veteran
benefits discriminate against women
By Holly Tarry

Some city officials are looking at
veteran benefits that are designed to
eliminate employment discrimination
as doing Just the opposite - being
discriminatory against women.
This problem has been discussed
seriously in Bowling Green for only
the last two years, although the inequities have been present since 1972
when the mandatory draft was revoked.
The subject of the debate is a
20-percent credit issued to veterans
when taking the Civil Service Exam,
an exam that must be taken by all persons seeking public service jobs, including law enforcement.
"THE PURPOSE for the law was
originally to give veterans an added
boost because they didn't have the opportunity to be out looking for jobs
when they were in the service," David
Willmarth, director of personnel for
the city, said. "Today, in light of the'
fact that we don't have a draft and
men are not required to go into the
service,
I
think
that's
discriminatory."
For example, Linda McCool is the
only full-time female police officer in
the city's police force. She could have

gotten on the force sooner than she did
had there been no veteran benefit
points.
McCool does not disagree with the
intent of the veterans' extra points,
but rather with the amount of the
credit.
"A veteran's experience is worth
something, but a 5-percent credit
would be more reasonable," she said.
ACCORDING TO the Ohio Revised
Code, all persons are eligible for the
veteran's preference points on the
Civil Service Exam provided that they
served in the U.S. military during
World War I, World War II, or between 1949 and 1972; were honorably
discharged; and are legal residents of
Ohio.
The constitutionality of the law was
upheld in the Ohio State Supreme
Court case King v. Emmons in April
1934. It has not been challenged
seriously since.
The city's test scores last April
show the impact of the law: out of 34
applicants, five were non-veteran
women. Of the remaining 29 men applying, 14 qualified to receive the extra 20-percent in military points.
The top-scoring female rated 4th on
the list before veteran's benefits were
added; afterward, she became 17th.

BOWLING GREEN has tried to
lessen the effect of this law, despite
much opposition.
"Two years ago, the city Civil Service Commission tried to determine
that they were going to do away with
veteran's credits altogether,"
Willmarth said. "The city attorney
advised them that they couldn't do
that"
Before that, the test results from
Linda McCool's exam were purposely
held for the maximum two-year time
limit in an effort by the mayor to get
her hired as the city's first female officer.
But Police Chief Galen Ash said a
delay like McCool's was a "common
practice."
SHOULD THE state law remain uncontested, its effects will be felt by
police departments for a few more
years.
Willmarth said that in order to
become a police officer a person must
be between the ages of 21 and 35.
Therefore, within about eight years
there will be no applicants for jobs in
law enforcement who can meet both
the military service requirements and
the age requirement.

BriefsWomen's Rugby Club meeting

Distinguished Service Awards

The Women's Rugby Club will meet today at 7:30 p.m.
The Distinguished Service Award Selection Commitin 102 Business Administration Bldg. to organize for spr- tee is seeking self-nominations and faculty/staff
ing quarter.
nominations of seniors who have given distinguished
service to the University. Deadline for nominations is
March 20. Applications may be obtained at 305 Student
Baptist Student Union to meet Services
Bldg.
The Baptist Student Union will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
303 Thurston Ave.
Lift-a-thon today
The first Anderson Hall All-Campus Lift-a-thon will be
held today from 4-9 p.m. in the Grand Ballroom, Union.
Women for Women to meet
Proceeds will go to Danny Green "Battle to Fight
Women for Women will meet today at 7:30 p.m. in the Leukemia" Fund.
Faculty Lounge, Union.

Interpretive dance program
Twenty University students will present an interpretive dance program entitled "Nia Kuumba," which
in Swahili means "created for a purpose," today at 8
p.m. in the Recital Hall, West Hall (formerly the Old
MOSlc Building). Admission free.

Communist official to speak

Lee Dlugin, secretary of the Economics and Social
Rights Department of the U.S.A. Communist Party, will
speak today at 2:30 p.m. in 102 Business Administration
Bldg. on "How Socialism Guaranteed Progress and
Satisfies the Growing Needs of the People." The lecture
Is part of the economics colloquim series.

Anderson Hall residents raise funds
for Danny Green through lift-a-thon .. .
by Mart* Clttwtno

Competition for charity.
In the past, various University
groups and organizations have
been known to sponsor anything
from bowl-a-thons to dance
marathons to raise money for a
charitable cause.
With weight lifting and body
building becoming a daily routine
for many University students, Jim
Aikens. with the help of Anderson
Hall Director Jim McNaughton,
organized a lift-a-thon to raise
money for charity and provide
some revenue for the Anderson
weight room.
MOST OF THE proceeds from
this event, which is today from 4-9
p.m. in the Grand Ballroom, will be

cause," and that the University Activities Organization helped the
group with its advertising campaign.
EACH CONTESTANT is being
sponsored by various local
businesses and individuals and will
average about S cents a pound.
McNaughton estimated that as
much as $400 may be raised as
there are about 40 contestants.
The lifters themselves aren't all
body builders, nor do all of them
have experience in weight training.
"Most of the guys are athletes
who just like to lift weights," Aiken
said.
Even though spectators will be
admitted free into the lift-a-thon,
both McNaughton and Aikens said
they hope students will give donations at the door.

donated to Danny Green, the
8-year-old boy with acute lymphoblastic leukemia.
About 40 men will participate in
the bench-press competition, with
first place winners in each weight
class winning a trophy and second
and third places receiving ribbons.
Aiken said the lift-a-thon
originally was planned to obtain
money to improve the Anderson
weight room. But when the drive to
raise money for Danny was
publicized, the planning committee
decided to make this event campuswide.
As a rule, any profit-making
event sponsored by a campus
organization must donate some of
the earnings to charity.
McNaughton said the guys decided
that Danny would be "a good

... Rodgers, McDonald stage mock
wedding for young leukemia victim
MCMANUS SAID these events were planned to*
"coincide with bringing Danny Green into the eyes of
He's short, has a big nose, a Jewish heritage and lives the Bowling Green community.
"We wanted something different that the residents
like a slob.
She's tall, hates guys with large noses, is a strict would enjoy, something that would break off the typical
Thursday night study blues," she said.
Catholic and lives in the tidiest room on campus.
The hall directors hope to raise at least $500 from the
They have nothing in common. As a matter of fact,
they don't even know each other. However, these two activities, which conclude tomorrow with the wedding
between a resident of McDonald and Rodgers at Prout
opposite personalities could be getting married.
Sound absurd? Then it might not be so outlandish to Chapel.
The couple will be chosen by residents of both dorms
hear that about 250 residents of McDonald North and
East became engaged recently to residents of Rodgers who will vote by placing money in a can by their favorite
Quad by drawing their prospective fiances' names out bride or groom's picture.
THE WEDDING party will be comprised of the winof a hat.
ners of a dating game last Thursday. A rehearsal dinner
THE ENTIRE fiasco is part of a mock wedding in- and coffeehouse will be held tonight in the Northeast
itiated by the hall directors of McDonald and Rodgers in Commons where the bride and groom will be announchopes of raising money for the Danny Green Fund. Dan- ed.
Although participating residents have secret fiances,
ny Green is an 8-year-old boy suffering from acute lymno one has to have a formal date to attend the wedding
phoblastic leukemia.
And along with the wedding, other events will be held, or the reception afterward.
Colvin said the reception, including a live polka band,
such as receptions, parties and showers that accomwill be in the McDonald cafeteria hallway with a $2 adpany any formal wedding.
mission charge for cake and refreshments.
She added that all of the activities were the brainchild
Mary McManus and Cindy Colvin, McDonald East
and North hall directors, said there were a couple of of R. Thomas Moore, an assistant hall director at
Rodgers.
reasons for planning the event
"We're excited about the whole thing, and I think it'll
"We wanted to provide some innovative programming and fun things to do in the halls on Thursday night," be a riot," McManus said. "I think everyone will have a
Colvin said. "But the real reason is to raise money for good time and it's nice to do something for someone
else."
Danny Green."
by Maria Cistarino
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CRAZY GEORGE
IS GIVING AWAY
FREE, ONE
QUART OF COKE
with any medium or large 2 Kern pizza.
Pagliai's East already has the BEST
PIZZA VALUE in town, but with a FREE
QUART OF COKE, it's the
BEST DEAL IN TOWN!!!
CALL

Pogliors

EAST
440 E. Court 352-15961

HOURS
Mon-Wed
11am-2om
Thurs-Sol
llanv3om
Sunday
4 pm-Midnight

University Bookstore
Hours:

8a.m.-5p.m.

Mon.-Fri.

Representative's Hours:
10 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.- Fri.

Watch for the FREE COKE PITCHER
GIVEAWAY in The BG News
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Program helps students afford climbing college costs
by Kelly Armstrong

For students who can't afford the
climbing cost of their college education, the Cooperative Education Program offers a profitable solution.
The program combines academic
studies with work at a job related to
the students major. About ISO student's in various colleges and 200
students in the School of Technology
are involved in the program.
"The purpose of the Cooperative

Education Program for the student is
to get practical experience in a field of
their major, to earn income and to integrate what is learned in class with
their work," Larry King, assistant
director of the the program said.
KING EXPLAINED the two modes
of the co-op program. The parallel
division allows the student to take
classes part-time and to work parttime. With the alternating division,
which is more popular, a student
alternates between going to school for

BGSU THEATRE PRESENTS

INDIANS

a quarter with working for a quarter.
Companies throughout Ohio are involved in the University program, but
the main areas of concentration are
Akron, Canton, Cleveland and Cincinnati because most University students
come from those areas.
Companies that have participated
in similiar programs before continue
to take advantage of this program and
new companies always are being
recruited through the Cooperative
Education office.

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
835 High St.
Phone 352-9378
NOW RENTING*
FALL & SUMMER LEASING

APPLICATIONS NOW
BEING ACCEPTED FOR

The BG News
Editorial & Staff Positions

MARCH 4-7 8PM
MAIN AUDITORIUM

Cooperative Education office sets up
an interview. There usually is a lot of
competition for each job.
"The program is University-wide in
scope and is available to both
graduate and undergraduate
TO PARTICIPATE in the federally- students," King said. Having a fairly
funded program, a student must go to high grade point average is not
the CEP office to learn about the pro- necessary, but it does help, he added.
gram, fill out an application and submit a resume.
The two-year-old program originalWhen there is a job open that fits a ly began as a requirement for
particular student's needs, the students enrolled in the School of
King emphasized that this is not an
internship program, although about SO
percent of the colleges give academic
credit to a student for participating in
the program.

•Editors: Managing Editor,
Copy Editor, News Editor,
Sports Editor, Photo Editor
and Asst. Editors.

Haven House 1515 E. Wooster
Piedmont
Apts.
8th & High
Birchwood
650 Sixth
Buckeye
649 Sixth
Meadowlark
818 Seventh
Small Bldgs.
& 7th
Complexes,

Houses,

DUE Friday, March 6, Noon

OUR TRADITIONAL CLOTHING FROM:
TANNER
POINT OF VIEW
AUSTIN HILL
IS IN AN IVY LEAGUE OF ITS OWN
Bermuda Bags and full selection of
covers for the perfect accompaniment
We also have clothing for the most
gala of evenings. Sizes 4-16.

$Q99

Sleepwear & Robes
Now 1/2 off or less

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.
All sales final

No exchanges

INDOOR
facility.

«BJ?^

values to $38.00

$999

Bdr.

JoAnn's

Blouses — Shirts

values to $46.00

UNIPERMS $23.50
HAIRCUTS $6.50
131 W. WOOSTHI

352-2611

WE FEATURE
gpRFDKFNI
PRODUCTS

MAURER-GREEN
RENTALS

All 50%-75% Off

Skirts—Slacks

THE TOTAL HAIR
CARE SPECIALISTS

It's no secret in The BG News classifieds.

106 University Hall

Last week for Fall & Winter Merchandise

$g99

2

M0NJTS

HOURS MON SAT 8 am.* p.m.

Last Chance
Sale

values to $35.00

&

CHERRYWOOD CLUB features
HEATED POOL & recreation

WANTED: FOR A RESEARCH INVESTIGATION
Female VOLUNTEERS active in exercise, jogging
etc. and taking oral contraceptives (The Pill). Contact
Ms. J. Farrell by phone 372-2660 (alter 5 p.m.) or 409
Johnston Hall - Campus Mail.

45 only

1

"At a time when student loans and
jobs are scarce, the cooperative
education program provides a source
of income and practical job experience," King explained.
The first year of the co-op program
placed only 79 students. The office
hopes to place 750 students in 1961-42.

•Staff Reporters, Photographers

FOR TICKETS CALL 372-2719

Sweaters

Eff.,

St.
St.
St.
St.
St.
St.

Technology. It then branched off to included any University student interested in working while going to
school.

APPLICATIONS NOW
BEING ACCEPTED for

1084 S. Main St. in the
New Courtyard Square
(Next to McDonald'*)
352-0059

The KEY

•mS

Editorial & Staff Positions:

1981 FALL
APARTMENTS
GREENBRIAR APARTMENTS
215 E.POE ROAD
Efficiencies (Furnished & unfurnished)
Die Bedroom (Furnished & unfurnished)
Model Apartment Is No. 40 with Hours Tues.
&Thurs. 5-7 p.m.
RIOGE MANOR APARTMENTS
519 RIDGE STREET
Two Bedroom (Furnished) Townhouse
Apartments
Carpeted, Garbage Disposals & Close to
Campus
Laundry Room Available
3-Man & 4-Man Rates Available
Model Apartment Is No. 24 with Hours
Mon. 6:30-8:30 p.m., Tues. 2:30-4:30 p.m. &
Wed. 4:30-6:30 p.m.

•BASKETS

•MUGS
•SPICES
•CAUC0
•SCEHTEP SOAPS
•PRIEV FLOWERS
•LARGE SELECTION OF CARDS
115 Clay MON.-SAT. 10-5
CALICO , SAGE & THYME 352-5417

•Copy Editor, Sports Editor,
Senior Editor, Scheduling Editor,
Photo Editor
•Writers

224 E. Wooster Street
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

'Photographers

Due Friday, March 6, Noon
310 Student Services Bldg.
or 106 University Hall

COME IN AND BROWSE/
^ffl

MYLE'S

WOOD COUNTY
AUTO CLUB

PIZZA PUB
PIZZA SUBS SALAD BEER
Our Pizza isn't the cheapest,
but our quality & our quantity can' be beat
516 E. Wooster
DINING ROOM, PICK-UP & FAST FREE
DELIVERY SERVICE

352-1504
MYLE'S PIZZA COUPON
FREE 6-pack of RED POP with
every 14" (1 item
or more) pizza!
Expires March 20, 1981
(1) Coupon per pizza
Pick-up or delivery

WE MAKE TRAVEL A-WHOLE-LOT EASIER!
24 hr». Emergency Road Service
World Wlda Traval Agency
Airllna Tickets, Crulsat, Tours
Personalized Traval Service
Tour Books, Maps,
Trip tics, Camping Guides
Travelers Checks
(Only $1.00 service fee up to $5,000)
$5,000 Ball Bond Service
$200 Guaranteed Arrest Bond
Anti-Theft Reward

Effective Legislation Work
School Safety Education
Club Publication
Credit Card Protection
Hotel-Motel Reservations
Winter Road Condition Reports
Car Rental Discount
(30 percent Avis and Hertz)
Passport Photos
Auto License Service
Motorcoach Tours

IF YOU'VE EVER THOUGHT ABOUT JOINING
THE AUTO CLUB NOW'S THE TIME!

Matboards and/or
mat cutting services
Aluminum and wood
frames to order
Save by doing the
mounting & fitting
•

yourself

TEU US HOW WE CAN
BEST SERVE YOUR NEEDS

_.

Coll or visit TODAY:

9

WOOD COUNTY AUTO CLUB
352-5276
414 E. Wooster

Siric&fahcf
Qusiom Straining

Bowling Ore**)

NOW OPEN AT 652 N.ENTERPRISE
(BESIDE CASKEY GLASS)
352-8282

Th* BQ N«w« March 5,1M1 S

Today / Tomorrow.
McGuffey Lane: Riding on the wave of momentum
by David Sigworth

Columbus natives describe them to Clevelanders
as the "Michael Stanley Band of Columbus". Not
because their music is similar, but because like
their Cleveland counterparts, they are discovering
national recognition.
McGuffey Lane rides their momentum into the
Grand Ballroom tomorrow at 8:00 p.m. Fifteen
hundred general admission seats, at $3.50 a ticket,
were put on sale Tuesday and only a few hundred remained by early Wednesday. Guitarist John Ingham, a frequent opener for McGuffey Lane, will
open the show.
The Ohio home-grown sextet features Bob
McNelley on acoustic guitars and vocals; Stephen
Douglass on harmonica, keyboards and vocals;
Stephen Reis on bass guitar and vocals; Terry Efaw
on steel and acoustic guitars; and John Schwab on
electric and acoustic guitars and vocals.
Dave Rangier will make his McGuffey Lane debut
behind the drum set Friday, replacing John Campigotto. Rangier is an old friend of the band, who,
according to Schwab, accepted the offer to join
despite growing success in another band.
MCGUFFEY LANE was formed by Efaw and
Reis in 1975 in Athens, Ohio (the band's name was
taken from Reis' home street in Athens). As the
band added members, their popularity grew, and
they quickly found a home in Columbus, especially
at Zachariah's Red-Eye Saloon on High Street.

Last year the band released an album, and "Long
Time Lovin' You," a single off of it, has been in
Billboard magazine's "Hot 100" since early
January.
"It's a great feeling," Schwab said, the writer and
producer of that cut. "You look at it and see that it's
an 85 (on the chart) and say, 'Well, that doesn't
sound like much.' Until you realize what that means
and then you're just..." At a loss for words, obviously.
McNelley and Schwab wrote all the words and
music of the debut album, and the pair also produced it.
"WE WERE kind of thrown Into (producing) it,"
Schwab recalled. "It was a matter of not having
anyone else to do it"
Their success in Ohio has lead to their opening for
such performers as the AUman Brothers, the
Charlie Daniels Band, and Pure Prairie League.
The band also took its music down the East coast
recently, headlining in the Carolinas, West Virginia
and Virginia.
"It's very tiring," Schwab said. "You find out you
can't do the things you do when you're playing in
one localized area. Plus it's interesting to play to
people who don't know your music."
BUT SCHWAB said McGuffey Lane will never
become one of those bands that grew up in Boise,
but becomes big and suddenly is from I.. A. It's Ohio
all the way, he said.

The band is getting accustomed to playing for the
large crowds they face as an opening act, Schwab
said. "There's nothing like the surge from a crowd
like that," he said, adding that Legend Valley's
crowd of 17,000 was their largest audience to date.
The band plans to be back in the studio in May,
under the Atco label, to begin work on their second
album, although Schwab emphasized that in the
business "you can never be definite."
Schwab said the new songs were written by
himself, McNelley and Reis, but this time none of
the album's production will be done by band
members.
He said those persons in the audience Friday can
expect to hear eight or nine new songs.
THE 29-YEAR-OLD Columbus native joined the
band in 1976 after performing between the band's
sets at Zach's, and it was suggested he join in a picture session. He has been playing with the band ever
since.
Schwab credits some of the band's recent success
to the country craze sweeping the nation, although
he said, "We laid the groundwork.
"People have been asking for it for years," he
said.
A track on the first Columbus hometown album by
WLVQ-FM also helped get the band going, he said.
While many have labeled the band country-rock,
Schwab sees the music they play as fitting only one
description: McGuffey Lane Music.

McGuffey Lane

Cheney sees Readers' Theatre as 'magical' art form
by Sarah Bltsland

The director of Readers' Theatre finds it
almost "magical" to take the words off a page
and present them bodily as an art form.
"I know it's not magic, but it sure seems like
it" Dr. Lois Cheney said.
Though she has been director of Readers'
Theatre for 18 of her 19 years as a professor of
speech at the University, her enthusiasm for
this dramatic form has not diminished. "It
still seems like magic to me," she said.
She also regards the staging of a play as a
fascinating project. "I'm in love with the process of taking a group of people and through
rehearsal come out with an art object,"
Cheney explained.
But the key to her powers is not the waving
of a magic wand, but a lot of hard work. She
usually begins prepartion for a production six

to nine months ahead, and for the six weeks
immediately preceeding a performance, "it
becomes the most important part of your
life."
WORK ON HER current production,
"Indians," began six months ago. It is an account of the subjugation of the American Indians as seen through the life of Buffalo Bill.
The play is being shown nightly through Saturday in the Main Auditorium at 8 p.m. Tickets
may be purchased at the door, or reserved by
calling the University box office at 372-2719.
Tickets are one dollar for students, three
dollars for adults.
Being a director is a singular, but not
necessarily a lonely, experience for Cheney.
"Any artist working with a craft becomes
isolated with life. I feel very concentrated,
very integrated, very whole wben I'm working
on a show," she explained.

Admittedly, Cheney gets "very tired" when
staging a production. She works hard, but to
her it is more than hard work, it is the
pleasure of seeing literature transformed into
a live art object.
"I STAND in the back of the house and think
those words wouldn't be alive if I hadn't
directed it and people hadn't acted in it. It's a
tremendous satisfaction when the play
becomes embodied," she said.
Cheney finds a natural link between directing Readers' Theatre and her love of
language. "Language is organic, alive with
me," Cheney said, and explained that
Readers' Theatre is centered more on the
words and how they're used to tell the story
because there are few props and the performers remain almost stationary.
But though Cheney believes "the richness of

language is most thoroughly realized when
spoken aloud," she doesn't deny the
significance the printed word has in our society. Though she said newspaper writing is often
"bare bones," she conceded that "sometimes,
not often, it approaches literary style."
Despite her professed love for the spoken
word, she is not adverse to using print
mediums to communicate. She has done so
herself. Cheney is the author of a book of
reflective poetry, entitled "God Is No Fool."

come to rejection was "a couple of weak
reviews", and she is not sure how she would
react if a play was rejected.
Cheney said that as long as she does her job,
her work won't be discredited. "People don't
reject things that are honestly done," Cheney
explained, and said that she knows she has
done well, when a play "happens" and it
"feels right."
HOWEVER, CHENEY has a less than complete sense of success in her knowledge of
languages. She is studying Hebrew for perCHENEY ENJOYS not only her roles as sonal enjoyment, and has studied some Gerdirector and author, but also as professor. She man and French. "I always wish I knew more
draws a parallel between directing and languages, that's my biggest frustration," she
teaching. In both instances, she said, learning said.
can occur, and when it does it is a "peak exBut it's her profound grasp of the English
perience."
language that makes one of her Readers'
Though it "pleases" her when an audience Theatre productions a success and a magical
likes her work, she said the closest she has experience for the audience.

Dixie Electric Co
lac.

Presents:

An Entertainment Utility

■WIO.T. FM104
bring you
W.I.O.T. Rock Nite
Thursday, March 5th
Toledo's Best Rock 8c Best Jocks
are ready to throw a party for all
you rockers in Northwestern Ohio!!
If you're into party'ia drink
specials and lots of rock *n' roll,
then the FM 104 jocks want to see
you here!!!
W.I.O.T. Rock Nite, the biggest &
best, at the Dixie Electric Co.,
March 5th
Doois Open at ZOO
^OMf Put' 'Quo-Si.' 'N

with guest Tom Ingham

Friday, March 6
8:00 p.m.
Doors will open at 7:00 p.m.
Grand Ballroom - Union
Tickets will be sold daily 9-5 in UAO office and starting at 6:00 pm
night of the show at the door.

All Seats Are General Admission
Cost: $3.50
No smoking, drinking, or beverages permitted in the Grand Ballroom.
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Classifieds.
LOST S FOUNO
Lost ten cordouroy iacket, Fri.
nlgtlt at ttl* Pill Delt open parly.
PIMM return It l|-> not worth
enythlns) but I rut* my mi Iacket.
372-*377.
KIOCS
Riders neeoed to St. Louis. Mo.
lor Spr. Brk Call Tracy soon at

M*m«.
t F. needs rldeto Florida for Spr
Brk. Will help with all expenses.
Call Sharrte. >n-4)t7.
Rid* ntadad tor 1 to Ft.
Laudardakt, Fla. ovtr Spr. Brk
will nalp wirn expenses. Call
Charm 352 aw
SERVICISOFFBUBO
Emotional and/or malarial
pregnancy aid can be yours II you
need It. Contact EMPA IS] lan
or 353 7041. Any into given
confidential

PERSONALS
JIM GEERSyou hellralter
Congratulations on going active.
Your Slg Ep Big. PK.
Women'! Rugby Club Meeting
All interested women come to 102
BA today at 7:30 and play Rugby
this spring.
Somewhere Over The Rainbow
PI Kappa Phi Date Party.
Saturday at Downtown. Love
Reign O' Me.
WANTED: FOR A RESEARCH
INVESTIGATION. Female
VOLUNTEERS active In
exercise logging, etc. and taking
oral contraceptives. (The PHI).
Contact Ms. J. Farrell by phone
3722660 latter 5 p.m.I or 409
Johnston Hall-campus mall.

STUDY IN FRANCE-LEARN IN
ENGLISHI Earno hours credit In
Nantes June 19 July 14. 1995 plus
travel. Eurall Pass a personal
expenses Contact w.R. Hoaklns.
Marketing Pact. 372 0222
Live Mullc-Llve Music Upstairs
at The Longbranch-thur. thru
Saturday-Doors open at 9:00
p.m.-Coma early lor a good Mat.
Quality entertainment In BG's
lines! Night Clubl
Buying OaM a Silver.
Paying Highest Prices
Jewelry Box, IP w. wootter.
CASH PAID FOR OOLD CLASS
RINGS. Check other prices, then
call JS2-4175 for the highest gold
prices offered. Ask for Steve.
Valuable Summer Experience.
Counselor positions open.
Independent living program tor
girls with primary disability of
mental retardation. Call
216 692 2011 or write Indep Inc.
«7 Catlln Rd. Richmond Hit..
OHIO 44143.
Becky KiseOerh. Congratulations
on winning the "Greek Week"
T shirt contest. Love, The Alpha
Phi's.
Delta Tau Delta's 3rd Annual Fly
Me Date Party. This year New
York City.
To the lantastlc Fantasy Phi
men: You welcomed the guest to
Phi land a then helped mem to
depart. The Alpha Phis really
appreciated your support. For
the stale day skit was greatScott, Frank, Judd, a Darrell you
guys really rate.
IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR
IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR
EAST COURT. 117 E. Court.
m-itty.
LITTLE PROBIg It
LITTLE PROBIg 19
Today Today-Today 3/S/el?

BGSU Advertising Club
Luncheon/Banquet this Sat.
March 7th 12 »220 p.m.
Pheasant Room. S) at door.
Darrell a Sue Alias All a
Frailer, alter the last bell
sounded In Manila, we knew that
you would both be winners.
Congratulations to you both on
your Alpha Phi SAE pinning. The
Brothers.
Lasalle' > Hair-In 2*% discount en
all hair-color lor month of
March. 152-5415.
"
Cuitomiied T-shirts, lertyet a
sportswear. Group rates for date
parties, dorms, fraternity a
sorority. Low cost-Fast delivery.
Call Tim 352 2709.
Congrats to Gamma Phi Beta
Scholars Sue Gurskl Most
Improved. Carol McMahon a
Suiy Oster 4.0's Carol McMahon
a Sue Schulti Highest Big-little.
Mac (124) a Wilbur (1151:
Congratulations on 2 excellent
games last weekend a good luck
In me semi finals this weekend.
You can do It agalnl We're
behind you all the way. Go get
■emll Your 2 Mac W. fans.
Congratulations to Lori Fazio a
Tony Rinlcolla on their Alpha XI
Delta SAE lavallerlng. Best
wishes lor the future Irom the
Brothers of SAE.
Strickland Custom Framing. 652
N. Enterprise 352 8282 See
display ad in today's paper I
B.J. Had a greal time Saturday
night. With us as a dance team
we can't go wrong. Let's do it
again sometime soon. Stacey.
Who will wake-up In the city that
never tleepe?
Big Joan: The paddle hunt
Thursday nlghl was great fun.
I'm happy to know that you're

the one. I had a good time at the
Uptown, I never knew you were
such a clown! Keep those stories
undercover, I would have never
guessed you were such a lover!
Thanks for the fantastic time! L
a L. Lll' Karon
Friday the night leaves for the
big applel Fly Mai
Attention Young Ladles: We
need photogenic models for a
local advertising campaign.
Baby Whales need not apply.
Contact The Blue Room 372-0331.
BGSU Falcon Hockey Team,
congratulations on your fantastic
win Sal. a Good Luck this
weekend, wish we could be there
tool Love, The Wives.
Miss Mary Frelda Falcon
Stepanic: You really had us
fooled! We're all very proud of
you you did a great iob! With
Lova. your slttere of ZBT.
MAGGIE You're the best big
anyone could hovel Thanks so
much tor all the gifts. Much love,
Lll Sandy.
Congratulations to Ed Aumlller
on being elected the new
chairman for the Student
Consumer Union. Best of luck
Ed. The Brothers of SAE.
LISTEN FOR THE IRISHMAN.
March 9 thru 14 on WF AL. Win a
dinner lo Parrot a The Peacock.
Rob P. To the French Quarter we
went. In March of fun we were
sent. For formal was great, II
was really first rate. I had a good
time what do you think of my
rhyme? This Limerick is cute,
but It won't follow suit, with the
ones in that book through which
you Mmellmes look. Love, Ellen.
WHAT MAKES YOU HAPPY???
Tell WFAL a win FREE coke
pasaesa Litton 4 Wlnl

WANTEO
I F. rmte. from June '•! to June
'12. Sll mo. a utll. Call Cindy
372-4W7.
. M/F rmte. Spr. Qtr. only. Own
room. Share house Close to
campus. SIMM a utll. Call
»13ll.
DepMrately need I F. rmte. for
apt. Spr. Qtr. Close to campus.
Great apt. I Call 354 1044.
1 F. rmte. for apt. In Spr. II. 316
E. Merry St. Call 352 1247
M. rmte. for Spr. Qtr. Sled qtr
plus utll. Forrest Apts. Ph.
154-1142.
1 M. needs house or apt. for 81 82
school yr. Immediately! Call Don
352 3019
Need rmte Spr. Qtr. MS mo. Call
352 3M1.
J F. rmte. needed for II a sch.
yr. Spacious a cheap. S5e mo.
plus utll. Call ISt 1317 or 352 5757 »
1 F. rmte. needed Spr. Qtr. II.
Rent »200 qtr Call 352 2416.
F. rmte. lor Spr. Qtr. Edge ot
campus. S100 a utll. Call Anne
352 5490 alter t.
F. rmte. for Spr. a or Sum. to
share nice newly turn 1 bdrm.
apt N. Main. Call 352 9167.
Rmte. needed Spr. Qtr. Nice Apt.
Ml 7th St. 14 Ph. 352 1411.
1 F. needed lo sublet Haven
House apt. lor rest of sch. yr.
CIOM to campus, reasonable
rent. 352 1157.
I M. rmte. to share 2 bdrm. turn,
apt. Spr. Qtr Sloe mo. No utll.
352 1170 If N.A. 372 6644.
F. rmte. Spr. Qtr. Immediately!
Univ. Courts. J19I mo. a elec.
Call 351 7123. Nancy.
F. rmle. needed lor Spr. Qtr.
Univ. Village. S125 qtr Call
352 4990.

Rmte. to share houM. Own room,
all utll. Includ. SIM mo. or S4S0
Spr. Qtr. 151 an after noon.
1 F. for 81 82 year to share apt.
For Info call Laurie 352 0263 or
Chris 353 6595.
M F rmte. Immediately! 1 bdrm.
hM./own bdrm. Downtown area.
S67 mo. Call 152 3994 or 352 4391.
I F. to share house, own room.
578 mo. a deposit a utll. 3 blk.
Irom campus. 354-1251.
F. rmte. needed. Spr. Qtr. S264
qtr. Call evenings 352 5741
M. rmte. needed Spr. Qtr. 171.75
mo., 7th St. apt. Utll. pd. Call
153-seat.

marketing/sales, production,
retail, finance, management and
data processing Fortune firm.
Local and national opportunities
Call or resume. M.J. Tomasl.
AIM EXECUTIVE. 5151 Monroe.
R10. Toledo. OH 43611. PH. (4191
MS 5044.

M or F grad or mature student to
share big apt. Private rm.
includes utll.. furn., ph.,
dishwasher etc. Near campus.
352 3312 »I2S mo.
Christian F. needs apt. for Spr.
qtr. Call 152-5675.
F. to share apt. on 6fh St. Spr.
Qtr. MO mo a elec. Call 151 7747.
1 F. fmte. to there apt. with 2
girls for Spr. Qtr. only S1I0 mo.
Utll Includ. Call 353 6635.
F. rmte. needed to share apt.
(Buff Apts.) Spr. Qtr. SlOOa utll
152 4141.
I A*, rmle. for Spr. Qtr. SHI mo.
Own room a turn. 352 4267.

FOR SALE
Mobile home. 12 x M. completely
remodeled, central air, gat heat,
only 10 min. from BG. Mutt be
seen! 174 1130.
Guitar; 11 string Guild. Madeira;
excell. cond. Call 351 Mil atk for
Mlndy.
Food coupon book. 140.00. 2 4714.

HfLP WANT1Q

FOR RENT
Frazee Apts. 1 aot. has 4
openings, start. Sum. or Fall qtr.
Vary clOM to campus. 352 «336.
New Sept. IS. 2nd a Manvllle, 6
1 bdrm. unfurn. apts. $200 plus
utll. 352-4314.
Apt. to sublet Spr. Qtr. 352 4009
after 4 30
1 bdrm. apt. unlurn., near
cmapus. avail. March 26.

Several positions avail, with
National Co. S270-100 or wk.
Write Summer Work. PO Box
631, BO. OH 41401.
1 M. rmte. for Spr. Qtr. bdrm.,
own bathrm. SI1S mo. Call
152 0311.
MARCH GRADUATES
CAREER/PROFESSIONAL
positions available In accounting,

Summer Morse Ranch. Positions
open for F. counselors a W.S.I.
Black River Ranch. Croswtll.
Mich. (Ill) 697 2505
Musicians needed lo form
Bluegrass Band. Auditions
Thurs. night at 1:00 at the Parrot
a Peacock.

Guitars a amps. One of the areas
largest selection of used.' Buy,
Mil a trade. Jim's Guitar. 14M N.
Snoop. Wauseon, Ohio 1 3352261
Renovated 2 bdrm. mobile home.
SHOO or best offer 152 6421 or.
252 1312.

Married couples only a no pets.
Call 352 6609
Cherrywood Club building for
rent for parties. Ph. Preferred
Properties Co. 352-9371.
CAMPUS MANOR. Now renting
for summer. Special Ratet Ph.
351-9301 or 351 7165 eves.
Quiet, sound controlled furn.
studios w/bullt-in bookcases,
attic storage a short term leases
avail. Grad students only. Call
now 152 7691.
Summer rental. 2 bdrm. apt.
furn. 155 Crlm St. ph. 1-267-3141.
Summer rental. 319 Pike St. 5
bdrm. houM. Ph. I 267 3341.
Houses a Apts. 1911 12 thcool
year. Call Newlove Realty
i 352 5163
Apt. tublt. Spr. Sum. 1 Ig. bdrm.
5220 a elec gat Mat. IX 4th St.
44.152 5454.
Summer rentals. Reduced Rates.
Newlove Realty. 151-5163.
Lg. tingle room w/cooking for M.
student. Spr. Qtr. Near campus.
352-7365.
THURSTIN MANOR APTS. AC.
FULLY CARPETED. CABLE
TV.
EFFICIENCIES,
LAUNDRY FACILITIES NOW
LEASING FOR SUMMER a
FALL. 451 THURSTIN AVE.
352-5435.
Summer Apts. 521 E. Merry.
Hear campus 5450 for entire
summer. John Newlove Real
Estate 352 6553.
'_
Summer Aptt. HI 7th St S4S0 lor
entire summer John Newlove
Real Estate. 352 6553.
Acrott
from
camput.
Accomodations for F students.
Sum. a Fall. Call 352 5121.

ONE OF THE YEARS 5 BEST FILMS BJ

a

M %>

TREVOR HOWARD
STUDENT NIGHT SPfCUl
EVHY TnUIISOW!
STUMNTS... *1 -00

(CLA-ZEL)

HELD OVER!!
LIMITED
ENGAGEMENT!
Evening! at 7:30 * 9:30 P.M.
Saturday it 2-7:3O-»:30
Sunday at 2-4-7:30 * 9:30
SORRY NO PASSES

PUT
YOURSELF IN
OUR PLACE.
The way wo see it, a year or two of your time can make
a world of difference to people who need help And to
them. VISTA and Peace Corps volunteers are never out
of place Whether it s improving fish harvests in Fi|i or
neighborhood health can' in I-oil Wayne oui volunterf.
help thousands of poor communities in the U S and
ovei b0 developing nations if youve got skills 01 ir.e
willing to leal

3/5 &

A Place
To Move Together
1532 South Byrne Rood, Toledo, Ohio 43614

|Om us Have we got a place foi

3/6 Interviews: Career Planning

& Placement Information: Union Foyer
Detroit Area Office 1-800-521-8686
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Complete Service for Imported
and Small Domestic Cars

382-1876

THURSDAY
MARCH 5th
Party Free with College ID

Some Day Service
Often Available -Phone First

352-7031
t^tt~t^B^&Ska

iMOP HOUR:* BOO i iO Hf
l»S3 KIAMEff tOAO
eowuwo i*»etN,OMio

Th» BO N*w* March 5.1M1 7

Elsewhere.
Defense secretary asks for increase
Gunmen fire shots at U.S. embassy
SALVADOR, E3 Salvador (AP)
DUARTE, in an interview with The calls and the military claims it has
in Pentagon's budget to build military - SAN
Junta leader Jose Napoleon Duarte Associated Press, renewed his plea "smothered" them despite their atWASHINGTON (AP) - Defense
Secretary Caspar Weinberger asked yesterday for a $32.6 billion
surge in the Pentagon's budget as
the down payment for a larger
navy, a faster bomber and other
new weaponry because "the United
States cannot allow the military
balance to swing further" in favor
of Russia.
"I think we've fallen dangerously
behind in a number of vital areas,
and I think it essential that we...
do something about this as quickly
as we can," Weinberger told the

Senate Armed Services Committee.
"We are asking for things that we
believe are absolutely essential,"
he declared.
AT THE same time, the defense
secretary warned that "this is not a
one-year program for summer
soldiers," signaling that the
Reagan administration plans a
long-term and costly buildup of the
nation's conventional and stragetic
military power.
Taking note of Reagan administration plans for deep cuts in
domestic programs, Weinberger

said yesterday he is extending his offer of amnesty to anti-junta guerrillas
and has ordered the arrest of a retired
major who called on the military to
take over the government.
Gunmen fired six shots at the U.S.
Embassy from a speeding car, but no
one was injured and Marine guards
did not return fire, an embassy
spokesman reported. There was no
immediate claim of responsibility.
It was the first reported attack on
the embassy since the Reagan administration announced a tripling of
military aid to the military-civilian
junta and the provision of 20 advisers
to train Salvadoran security forces to
deal with the guerrilla Insurgency.

told a news conference that "some
sacrifices are going to be required"
to compensate for essential Increases in U.S. military strength.
The administration called for a
J6.8 billion addition to the Carter
administration's final proposals for
this fiscal year, bringing the total
to $178 billion for fiscal 1981.
At the same time, it recommended a leap of $25.8 billion in budget
authority for fiscal 1982, starting
nest Oct. 1. That would raise the
level next year to $222.2 billion, a
total never before matched in
peacetime.

for up to $300 million In economic aid,
he vowed he would not tolerate foreign
military intervention in the civil crisis
and said be has no immediate plans to
meet with intermediaries offering to
bring an end to the violence.

tacks on banks, military posts, cotton
and coffee plantations, and villages.
The rebel-army fighting and terrorist killings have chased away
wealthy businessmen and investment
capital, Duarte said, and be placed
the blame on "the extreme right and
On Feb. 11, Duarte announced that the extreme left"
leftist insurgents who turned
themselves in would be given amnes- DUARTE ALSO said be has ordered
ty, Duarte told the AP that 1,500 have the arrest of a retired major of the
surrendered in three weeks, enough to Salvadoran
army,
Roberto
encourage him to extend the amnesty D'Abuisson.
D'Abuisson told foreign reporters
offer one more month to April 11.
Since the New Year, the leftist guer- Tuesday the army should oust Duarte
rillas have proclaimed two "final of- and fellow Christian Democrats from
fensives." But they did not receive the government and return the counpopular support for general strike try to military rule.

I The Resume Machine

PEACE CORPS/
VISTA HELP OTHERS
MIND THEIR
OWN BUSINESS.

352
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Contact

Advanced Lifesaving
Section No. 4820

* »• eUo hey

• ACT NOW

1626 N. WIICOK, «J00
Hollywood. CA 9002S

FOR ASTIQUATISU
MM nBHlltlH.MilllM
ty* •■ominad by
D. lot*" Uto O B
• *H«IQ»«I Optom**"iu
-p in MII

Burlinqton
Optical

Call toll-free
800-248-5700
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X 115 EAST COURT

{CALL 352-8707
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MIRACOM SOfT LENSES *
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REGISTER FOR
PEP 225 2 HRS.
1:00 MR, POOL TIME
1:30 T, CLASSROOM

29'

M Mount H

Snow, ski,
snowmobile and
road reports
24 hours a day.
Free literature
available.

Become Qualified For
Employment

•5 mm glou
len*e\ + 4 O*
— 4diOpl*'l
Iromfft ft CO»*

Bi-Focolt

MICHIGAN
SNO-N-GO REPORTS

II you can leach bookkeeping in Gabon or help manage
jolopmenl corporation in the south Bronx Peace
Corps and VISTA need your business skills t xpe-1
in accounting budgeting, personnel management
marketing and other areas can help provide jobs and
Brate economic growth in developing nations and
poot communities here at home Call us We ll show you
the business end of Pi i
md VISTA

If you an an actrms or
actor thinking o' making
that btg mow* to L.A.
or N.Y. you ooad this
now and informative
handbook.
"HOW TO BREAK
INTO ACTING"
by Richard P»rttow,
formerly Eddie Cham*
Derlaln of T.V.'s "All
My Children" taachat
you how to prepare for
work In film, T.V., commorclah and thaatra by
following tho intlda
hints and career strategy
revealed In this fact
filled 20 page booklet.
Act now. Sand »5.95
In CeshMrs Check or
Money Order to

Eyeglasses #0ft88

BRING THIS COUPON'
FOR 10 FREE COPIES
I

ACTORS

Burlington introduces new
everyday low prices on
selected prescription eyeweor
lor the entire lomily. . .

STUMNTS...
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Cinema UZ
ENDS TONIGHTl.'STIR
CRAZY" AT 7:30 * MO P.M.
STARTS FRIDAY!
EVENINGS AT
7:30 k 9:20 P.M.

Ono of th* —
year'a 10 beat.
*
WILLIAM
HURT

FROM 7-9

%m

'.

3&^&

CABAREI

Let Yourself Go! A Salute to the '40's

tonlte Mini Sat. March 7
Union Side Door; Doors open at 9:30 P.M.; admission is $1.00
10 university students In a song-dance review
Hors d'oeurves and drinks served by waiters & waitresses In a night club atmosphere
Reservations can be made by calling UAO Cabaret Hotline 2-2638

BLAIR
BROWN

*

ATERED
SMTES
3RD WILD WEEK!
EVENINGS AT 7:30*9:30 P.M
SATURDAY AT
2:00 7:30*9:30
SUNDAY AT
2: - 4: - 7:30 * 9:30
'\ *\ *\ *\ '\ *\ '\ -\ t n r.
I I I I I I i I I I I

"NINE TO FIVE'
■s the comedy
hit of the
season. You'll
laugh your
head off."

IRISH FLING
MM

WIND JAMMER ff
THURDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Downstairs only:
Thur. - 8 - 9:30
Double Nicklc Draft
Drink Specials Hourly 10:00 p.m.
to close

LONGBR ANCH SALOON

A Ik, V I mm.»
( its HAim I

I

' (ED
AI
It /^.TT
>*.77
1AM MINIM IIIV HiMIIN
limn I'M.'IHN

SAT. MARCH 7,1981
GRAND BALLROOM

8 - 12 p.tti.

Direct From Cleveland, Ohio
4 Guys and 1 Gal play 81 sing Rock n' Roll

9:30 p.m. - 1:30 a.m.

S1.00

nuwaruu

HAPPY HOURS
EVERY NIGHT

T

STUHNT NIGHT SrECUl
EVEIT THUISMV!!

(CLA-ZEL]

ADMISSION 50' 18 & OVER
-Sweepstakes
•Music

—Contests
—Prizes

—Green
Beer

Sponsered by AD Proceeds Go To
The American Cancer Society

HELD OVER!!
EVENINGS AT 7:30*9:30 P.M.
SATURDAY AT
2: • 7:30 A 9:30
SUNDAY AT
2: • 4: • 7:30 A 9:30

maminaw at eternity >

lUkMfer
1/ *

SORRY YO PASSES

• TIM BQ

NMI

March 5,1SS1

Sports.
Lenhart, divers key to BG success

EMU, Miami favorites in MAC swimming meet
by Jo* Manzar
•tall raportar

Defending champion Eastern
Michigan and Miami appear to be the
favorites going into today's men's
Mid-American Conference swimming
championship in DeKalb, 111.
But Bowling Green, led by
sophomore Matt Lenhart, is prepared
to make things difficult for the
favorites and will be looking to improve on last year's fifth-place finish.
"We're going with the idea of
improving in the standings," BG
coach Tom Stubbs said. "We aren't
going to give anything to anybody,
we're going to put up a fight."
BG HAS improved on its finish in
the conference standings in each of
the last two years and went from
seventh to fifth in 1979-80.

If they are to continue improving,
the Falcons will need a strong performance out of Lenhart, who swims the
SO, 100 and 200-yard freestyle events,
and at times has swam the anchor leg
on a pair of Falcon relay teams.
And if Lenhart performs as usual,
he will score points for BG in every
event he competes. At last year's
MAC championship, the Bowling
Green native placed third in the 200
freestyle and fourth in both the 50 and
100 freestyle events.
"He's better prepared this year for
the championship," Stubbs said. "He
has better confidence in himself this
time. I think he'll have a great meet."
Lenhart, BG's leading scorer last
year and this year, is among the
favorites in the 100 and 200 freestyle,
but will have his hands full with a
number of talented freestylers from

EMU, MU and Western Michigan.
IN A head-on confrontation earlier
this season, Lenhart defeated WMU's
Tony Ellet in the 200 freestyle. But
Ellet's best race is the 100 freestyle,
even though he didn't swim in that
event against BG, and it is in that race
that he is expected to give Lenhart the
most trouble.
"Mart's a good competitor. He's
swimming a lot smarter this year-last
year he was inclined to make
mistakes. He has matured a lot as an
athlete,"Stubbs said.
"His technique is better. He starts
beter, turns better and swims his own
race. He has a better feel of where he
is and how he's doing it"
BG will also rely heavily on the diving tandem of Phil Koester and
Reagan Minser. Koester is the defen-

ding one-meter MAC diving champion, while he and Minser placed second and third, respectively, in the
three-meter event last year.
STRONG Falcon performances are
also needed from co-captains Brian
Soltis in the backstroke and Pat Sugre
in the distance freestyle events. Sugre
had been struggling earlier this
season, but lately has been consistently dropping his times.
Lenhart is the key if the Falcons are
to be successful at Dekalb, but the rest
of Stubbs' tankers must do well if BG
plans to improve on last year's finish.
"It looks like, at least on paper, that
Eastern Michigan and Miami are the
favorites," Stubbs said. "After them I
think it's going to be a real dogfight
between ourselves, Kent State, Ohio,
and Central Michigan. That's what it
looks like to me right now."

Judge's ruling blow to Title IX
by Kan Koppel
Staff reporter

staff photo by Oale Onion
BG's Phil Koastar competes off the one-meter board during a meat at
Cooper Pool earlier this season. The Falcon divers will play an Important
part In BG's run lor the Mid-American Conlerence championship beginning today In Dekalb, III.

With the blink of an eye, or more descriptively, a
rap of a gavel, women's athletics have gone from
under the men's wing to possible dissolvement.
Federal District Judge Charles W. Joiner ruled
in Detroit last week that public schools do not have
to provide equal athletic opportunities for men's
and women's programs unless the sports in question get federal money.
Joiner's ruling affects almost every athletic
department, as they receive no government
assistance, and is in contradiction to Title DC interpretations that call for proportionate funding between men's and women's athletic programs.
"Needless to say, I'm not pleased with Judge
Joiner's interpretation of Title IX," Carole
Huston, Bowlig Green associate athletic director
and the person in charge of women's sports, said.
"I was totally shocked, as a matter of fact, that
he could make a decision in that light. Title IX interpretations had been pretty well defined by the
Department of Education. It's a tremendous setback. I hope it'll be pursued, if it has to go that far,
right to the Supreme Court."
JOINER'S landmark decision caps off a flurry
of activity that has kept the women in the news for
the last six weeks.
The National Collegiate Athletic Association, at
its annual convention in mid-January, passed
amendments to sponsor women's championships
and bring females into the formerly all-male
governing athletic body.
Having until 1985 to formally declare if the
women will switch to the NCAA format or remain
under current Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women guidelines, the Mid-

American Conference presidents gathered at the
University Feb. 19, to discuss upcoming plans.
MAC Commissioner Fred Jacoby reported that
the presidents recommended to compete in NCAA
championships, but remain alligned with the
AIAW for the 1981-82 school year until the NCAA
addresses certain issues that would most
dramatically affect the women in a change to the
other governing structure.
If the NCAA changes some of its rulings, the
MAC will then switch over the following year,
Huston said.
Huston cited three reasons that could spell the
demise of the AIAW.
First, she said, many presidents feel they can
handle their institution's problems better under
one set of rules. Huston added that the NCAA offers greater exposure through large television contracts and that they reimburse schools that compete in national championships, while AIAW
members must foot their own expense bills.
Yet, she was quick to point out that the NCAA offers two disadvantages to its women members.
THE NCAA does not offer equal representation
in government structures, according to Huston,
and many members of the more conservative
AIAW are opposed to the NCAA "win at all costs"
philosophy that has produced numerous scandals
and violations in recent years.
Joiner's decision probably won't affect BG's
program next year because Huston has already
submitted her budget requests for final approval.
The fiscal year 198243, however, could be a different story.
"I hope by then it's taken to court and settled,"
Huston said.
Previous Title DC interpretations basically say

that an athletic program must set aside proportional funding for proportional participation. In
other words, If $100,000 is allocated for a men's
program with 100 members, 850,000 must go
toward the 50-member women's program.
"Now you are back to Day one," Huston said of
Joiner's ruling. "It's disturbing to think
everything is finally going to go the way it should,
then you have these setbacks."
The University is not yet in compliance with initial Title DC interpretations. They do not have
equal spending and they don't issue the maximum
allowable grant-in-aids to women.
BG HAS, however, increased its grants-in-aid by
20 next year, giving the women's program 67 as
compared to zero just five years ago. Huston also
has seen that schedules have been expanded and
that locker room space been added.
But many other schools have been foot-dragging
and are further away from compliance than some.
And larger schools like Ohio State and Michigan
have totally self-supporting athletic programs,
with no government as well as student help, that
could spell serious ramifications from Joiner's
ruling for those women's programs.
And despite hints that women might have less of
an impact in the athletic world, the NCAA is quickly preparing to take their former counterparts
under their wing.
On March 16 and 17 an NCAA committee will
convene to discuss the more dramatic rule
changes-the five-year calendar, the grant-in-aid
system and the transfer rule.
The MAC athletic directors will then meet on
April 8-10 to debate the NCAA recommendations,
and in mid-May the MAC presidents will re-meet
to decide which avenue they wish to follow.

Try explaining what happened in the MAC this year
If there was one thing I learned
from following the wild and wacky
Mid-American Conference basketball
race this season, it was this: don't
worry about explanations. It wasn't
worth either the time or the effort.
Now I realize that this lesson shuns
one of the cardinal rules of journalism. Ever since I can remember,
it has been said that a good reporter
always looks for the why, as well as
the who, the what, the when and the
where.
BUT TRY explaining why five of
the 10 MAC teains decided to join
hands and finish in a tie for first
place.
Try explaining why a group of

Sideline
Christopher Sherk
assistant sports editor

basketball adolescents from Ohio
beat up on the bigger, brawnier and
better teams from BG, Western
Michigan and Toledo.
Try explaining why all five of the
Falcon starting five, plus an able
substitute, were hobbled with injuries at various times throughout
the campaign, with their leading
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Charlotte Ballinger
Jackie Bannister
Nancy Beahm
Brittan Burke
Sandi Cheney
Betsy Collier
Mary Ellen Hackett
Brenda Hejduk
Kari Jenson
Joan Jereb

Julie Knapper
Becky Newman
Janet Roman
Sue Shary
Cathy Skidmore
Elise Stuewe
Sherry Stull
Beth Wagner
Mary Beth Ware
Kristen Wolken

Career Planning

Plocement Information:
Detroit Area Office

are nowhere near that level in any of
the six team categories.
BG'S BEST showing was a tie for
third place in the conference's field
goal percentage. The Falcons were
shooting .498 from the field at that
time, a mark matched by Central
Michigan (and look where the Chippewas wound up in the standings this
year...last place).
After that, BG goes downhill:
fourth in scoring margin (- 2.8);
fifth in team defense (70 points per
game); fifth in free throw percentage (69 percent); fifth in team offense (72.8 ppg), and ninth in rebound margin (-2.0).

Delta Gam ma

BE A POWER
BEHIND THE
ENERGY CRISIS.

.

scorer being crippled just before advent of the MAC tournament.
It would take a novel to attempt to
answer those questions, and I'm not
convinced that even a novel would
provide all of the answers.
For instance, here's a situation
which was brought up by BG coach
John Weinert after Tuesday night's
79-72 loss to Northern Illinois, which
eliminated the Falcons from the
MAC tourney.
It isn't too hard to figure out why
Weinert's bunch was in the playoffs.
But take a look at the MAC'S Feb. 23
release of team statistics. Though
BG might have wound up in a tie at
the top of the win-loss column, they

Union

Foyer

1-800-521-8686

Welcome Aboard!

"Take a look at the Mid-American
statistics," Weinert said Tuesday
night. "We led in nothing, and yet we
won a share of the championship.
There's one thing that we've got to
be number one in, and that's
character, desire and the ability to
come back (from injuries).
"We've fought these injuries for
five years. I don't think many teams
In this conference can lose their
leading scorer, their second-leading
rebounder (actually third) and second man in assists, and in two short
days, be the same team."
The Falcons weren't the "same"
team Tuesday night. Aside from

point-guard David Greer, BG was
hesitant from the perimeter and
often unsuccessful at penetrating the
lane.
On the other hand, Northern was
anything but the same at its end of
the floor. Passing up opportunities at
attacking BG's vulnerability down
tow, the Huskies were content to
pump from the outside. And pump
they did. Northern's 75 percent second half shooting percentage and 64
percent mark for the game can attest to that.
But then again, similarities, like
explanations, were few and far between around here this season.

WANTED
GOLD & SILVER
We pay the MOST MONEY
in town for your
pecious metal
jewlery.
—ALSO BUYING—
Gold Filled Items,
Silver Coins, Silver Dollars,
And Sterling Silver Items.
OPEN
TUES.-FRI.
10-5

